Affective Violence Interview Sheet
AFFECTIVE VIOLENCE
Have they become enraged and upset at others around them?  Yes  No
Who have they become enraged or upset with?

Check all that apply



Friends/Peers



Teacher/Instructor



The government or other larger group



Family



Supervisor/Manager



Random people who irritate them

If they have become enraged or upset with others, what commonly happens?



Ends conversation/storms off

Acts passive aggressive



Partner

Check all that apply



Yells and screams



Pushes and shoves



Threatens violence



Taunts and teases



Throws objects



Becomes violent

Have they been involved in an incident with a weapon?  Yes  No. If yes, check all that apply


Knife



Bat or stick



Handgun



Rifle



Object of convenience

Have police become involved with them?  Yes  No If yes, describe:
Have they been arrested or detained?  Yes  No If yes, describe:
Have there been conduct or disciplinary actions at work?  Yes  No If yes, list:
Do they lack empathy for perspectives that are different than their own?




Frequently



Occasionally



Rarely

Do they have access to weapons or firearms?  Yes  No


Rifle



Volatile chemicals



Explosives 


Knives or swords



Never



Unsure

Check all that apply: 

Explosives 

Poison



Handgun

Combustibles.

Martial arts weapons

Do they hold an intense, passionate viewpoint they are unwilling to shift from?  Yes  No
If yes, what is the viewpoint related to?


Social justice



Abortion related



Religious



Anti LGBTQ+

How long have they held this viewpoint?

 Politics
 Immigration


Years



 Political correctness
 White Supremacy

Months



Days 



Anti-government



Antisemitism

Unsure

Do they feel so strongly about this belief that they may engage in violence because of it?  Yes  No
Do they share this viewpoint with others to argue or express their frustration?  Yes  No
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Affective Violence Interview Sheet
PROTECTIVE FACTORS
Do they have friends and social connections that support them during difficult times?  Yes  No
Do they have a safe place to talk through ideas/concerns free from criticism?  Yes  No
Do they have supports (family, religious, academic, work) that help during difficult times?  Yes  No
Do they have hobbies, activities, pets (or other) that offer solace during times of stress?  Yes  No
While potentially frustrated in the moment, do they keep their frustrations in perspective?  Yes  No
How do they identify their religious affiliation? List:
If they have spiritual or religious beliefs, do they find solace in them?  Yes  No
Do they have a hopeful view of the future?  Yes  No
Do they have access to treatment?  Yes  No
Do they have a cultural, religious, or personal belief against committing suicide?  Yes  No
Do they have problem solving skills and a sense of resiliency to overcome challenges?  Yes  No
Do they have a sense of purpose and/or larger sense of meaning in life?  Yes  No
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